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Seventh-grader Molly has always been an outsider, even at New York City's elite Metropolitan Institute of Science and Technology, but
that changes when she is recruited to join the Omegas, a secret group that polices and protects zombies.
In this twist on "Hansel and Gretel," two middle schoolers find themselves in a new charter school filled with a mysterious abundance
of food at mealtimes and sinister teachers up to no good.
Led by a one-legged World War II vet, Kevin, Preech and Rudy face a summer they'll never forget. From fishing to endless pranks that
would make the most seasoned trickster jealous, they think they have the answer to all of life's mysteries. But as the steamy Texas days
of summer roll by, Kevin and Preech discover Rudy's secret - a secret that could change their lives forever.
The Renegades face their greatest challenge yet - extreme sea level rises and a sinister new plot from their archenemy. In this fastpaced action adventure series, the Renegades are called upon to use their superpowers to combat threats to the world's climate. Mo,
Leon, and a recovering Katelyn are on the move again, along with Amazon activist Alma, whose strange new powers are just
developing. They've been tracking the movements of their longtime nemesis - businessman-turned-supervillain Jason Greenleaf - and
this time they're determined to stay one step ahead of him. But as they race to uncover the meaning behind Jason's new friends The
League and the mysterious new serum he is developing, the team must reckon with both their own demons and new changes to the
climate. Sea levels are rising faster than ever before and some strange - but potentially lifesaving - creatures in the mangrove forests of
Bangladesh are at risk of dying out. With so many threats to the Earth mounting, could this all be too much, even for the Renegades?
Against the Attack of M. Turgot in His Letter to Dr. Price, Dated the Twenty-second Day of March, 1778
So You Want to be President?
Lucky Rocks
The Every-Day Book, Or
Case Studies
In a futuristic world where humans and robots are at war, a boy goes on a search to find his missing military father.
With this practical book, AI and machine learning practitioners will learn how to successfully build and deploy data science
projects on Amazon Web Services. The Amazon AI and machine learning stack unifies data science, data engineering, and
application development to help level upyour skills. This guide shows you how to build and run pipelines in the cloud, then
integrate the results into applications in minutes instead of days. Throughout the book, authors Chris Fregly and Antje Barth
demonstrate how to reduce cost and improve performance. Apply the Amazon AI and ML stack to real-world use cases for natural
language processing, computer vision, fraud detection, conversational devices, and more Use automated machine learning to
implement a specific subset of use cases with SageMaker Autopilot Dive deep into the complete model development lifecycle for a
BERT-based NLP use case including data ingestion, analysis, model training, and deployment Tie everything together into a
repeatable machine learning operations pipeline Explore real-time ML, anomaly detection, and streaming analytics on data streams
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with Amazon Kinesis and Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka Learn security best practices for data science projects and
workflows including identity and access management, authentication, authorization, and more
N. D. Wilson, author of Leepike Ridge and 100 Cupboards, returns with an action-packed adventure that will captivate fans of both
Percy Jackson and Indiana Jones with lost civilizations, ancient secrets, and buried treasure. For two years, Cyrus and Antigone
Smith have run a sagging roadside motel with their older brother, Daniel. Nothing ever seems to happen. Then a strange old man
with bone tattoos arrives, demanding a specific room. Less than 24 hours later, the old man is dead. The motel has burned, and
Daniel is missing. And Cyrus and Antigone are kneeling in a crowded hall, swearing an oath to an order of explorers who have long
served as caretakers of the world's secrets, keepers of powerful relics from lost civilizations, and jailers to unkillable criminals who
have terrorized the world for millennia.
Gilmore Girls meets A Snicker of Magic in this sweet debut novel about twelve-year-old Rosie Flynn, whose film-making skills may
be the answer to uncovering the miracles of her town and bringing her father home. There’s no accounting for Miracles, at least
that’s what the folks of Glimmer Creek say. Every year, one lucky inhabitant survives danger, and bits of magic cling to them for a
lifetime. Rosie Flynn doesn’t know how to get a Miracle but knows for sure they’re real. It’s the same way she’s certain she’ll
always have her two best friends, Henry and Cam, that she’ll be a famous film director someday, and that she and her Mama are the
perfect team of two. But when someone Rosie loves goes missing, she just might discover that the true Miracle of Glimmer Creek
is much different than she’d always believed and that the relationships she holds dear are the most fortunate gift of all.
The Neptune Project
Rip Tide
Graded Literature Readers
The Neptune Challenge
Dead City

A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies, expanded to include
more than 100 cases plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project Case studies are an important
part of project management education and training. This Fourth Edition of Harold Kerzner's
Project Management Case Studies features a number of new cases covering value measurement in
project management. Also included is the well-received "super case," which covers all aspects
of project management and may be used as a capstone for a course. This new edition: Contains
100-plus case studies drawn from real companies to illustrate both successful and poor
implementation of project management Represents a wide range of industries, including medical
and pharmaceutical, aerospace, manufacturing, automotive, finance and banking, and
telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and international project
management plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project, covering all aspects of project
management Follows and supports preparation for the Project Management Professional (PMP®)
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Certification Exam Project Management Case Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for
students, as well as practicing engineers and managers, and can be used on its own or with the
new Eleventh Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark reference, Project Management: A Systems
Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project Management Professional are
registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
From master storyteller An Na comes the Printz Award–winning novel about a Korean girl who
tells her firsthand account of trying to find her place and identity in America from the day
she leaves Korea as a child to her rocky journey through the teenage years. At age four, Young
Ju moves with her parents from Korea to Southern California. She has always imagined America
would be like heaven: easy, blissful, and full of riches. But when her family arrives, she
finds it to be the opposite. With a stubborn language barrier and cultural dissimilarities, not
only is it impossible to make friends, but even her family’s internal bonds are wavering. Her
parents’ finances are strained, yet her father’s stomach is full of booze. As Young Ju’s once
solid and reliable family starts tearing apart, her younger brother begins to gain more freedom
and respect simply because of his gender. Young Ju begins to lose all hope in the dream she
once held—the heaven she longs for. Even as she begins to finally fit in, a cataclysmic family
event will change her idea of heaven forever. But it also helps her to recognize the strength
she holds, and envision the future she desires, and deserves.
Rodney Stone is a Gothic mystery and boxing novel by Scottish writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
first published in 1896.
Simple text and full-color photographs depict children engaged in various activities that make
up the scientific process.
Sneaks
Come Back to Me
Love, Lucas
The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
A Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United States of America

Danger lurks beneath. . . . Genetically engineered to survive in the ocean, Nere and her friends are recovering from their
treacherous journey to Safety Harbor, an undersea refuge founded by the scientists of the Neptune Project. But plenty
of enemies prowl just outside the colony's boundaries, and when two of the children are kidnapped, Nere, her loyal
dolphins, and the other Neptune kids must set out on an expedition even more perilous than their first. Tasked with
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infiltrating the kidnapper's high-tech undersea base, Nere soon discovers that rescuing the missing Neptune kids isn't
all there is to her mission: the secret to saving the world's oceans is hidden somewhere deep inside this vast fortress,
and she and her friends will have to risk everything to find it. With bloodthirsty shark mutates and savage kids roaming
the corridors, will Nere and her companions find a way to save their friends, themselves, and their underwater world?
The stakes couldn't be higher in this thrilling sequel to the award-winning The Neptune Project. Praise for The Neptune
Project 2014-2015 Texas Bluebonnet Master List Maryland Black-Eyed Susan Book Award nominee Bank Street Best
Children's Books of the Year, 2014 "Holyoke keeps her prose well-pitched to her audience...this suspenseful, undersea
dystopia should keep middle schoolers hooked." -Kirkus Reviews "The book revels in the beauty of the underwater
world and the creatures that inhabit it. The relationship between the teenagers and the dolphins-who actually become
characters themselves-is especially well crafted. The Neptune Project will attract male and female readers." -VOYA
"[L]ots of adventure, suspense, and underwater scenes . . . [for] readers who are looking for a slightly different
dystopian adventure or those who just dream of living in the ocean and playing with dolphins." -School Library Journal
"This fast-paced science fiction adventure with well-developed characters offers a vivid and exciting oceanic setting
complete with villains, dangerous sea creatures, and protective dolphin friends." -Horn Book
Thirteen-year-old Trav has always wondered about his dead-before-he-was-born dad. But when he heads from California
to his grandmother's house in rural Minnesota, hoping to learn about his past, he gets more than he bargained for. It
turns out his dad was involved in a bank robbery right before he mysteriously disappeared, and the loot from the take is
still missing. Along with Kenny and Iz, the kids next door, Trav embarks on a search for the cash. But the trio s
adventure quickly turns dangerous when it becomes clear that someone else is looking for the money̶someone who
won t give up without a fight!
This clever opener likely to leave readers breathless both with laughter and anticipation (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review) is the first in the New York Times bestselling series from the author of the Half Upon a Time trilogy. Life is
boring when you live in the real world, instead of starring in your own book series. Owen knows that better than
anyone, what with the real world s homework and chores. But everything changes the day Owen sees the impossible
happen̶his classmate Bethany climb out of a book in the library. It turns out Bethany s half-fictional and has been
searching every book she can find for her missing father, a fictional character. Bethany can t let anyone else learn her
secret, so Owen makes her a deal: All she has to do is take him into a book in Owen s favorite Kiel Gnomenfoot series,
and he ll never say a word. Besides, visiting the book might help Bethany find her father… …Or it might just destroy
the Kiel Gnomenfoot series, reveal Bethany s secret to the entire world, and force Owen to live out Kiel Gnomenfoot s
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final (very final) adventure.
Ferals is the first book in a dark, action-packed trilogy that s part The Graveyard Book, part Batman, and all highoctane adventure. Blackstone was once a thriving metropolis. But that was before the Dark Summer̶a wave of violence
and crime that swept through the city eight years ago, orchestrated by the fearsome Spinning Man. Now the Spinning
Man is on the move again, and a boy named Caw is about to be caught in his web. Caw has never questioned his ability
to communicate with crows. But as the threat of a new Dark Summer looms, Caw discovers the underground world of
Blackstone s ferals̶those with the power to control animals. Caw is one of them. And to save his city, he must quickly
master abilities he never knew he had . . . and prepare to defeat a darkness he never could have imagined.
Containing One Thousand of the Latest and Best Conundrums, Gathered from Every Conceivable Source, and
Comprising Many that are Entirely New and Original
The Renegades Project Neptune
The Sinister Sweetness of Splendid Academy
For the Good of Mankind?
The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau
“LOL funny.” –Girls Life A middle schooler comes head-to-head with his vampire slayer crush in this laugh-out-loud funny
graphic novel that’s a perfect coming-of-age story for anyone who’s ever felt too young, too small, or too average. It’s the
beginning of the new school year and AJ feels like everyone is changing but him. He hasn’t grown or had any exciting
summer adventures like his best friends have. He even has the same crush he’s harbored for years. So AJ decides to take
matters into his own hands. But how could a girl like Nia Winters ever like plain vanilla AJ when she only has eyes for
vampires? When AJ and Nia are paired up for a group project on Transylvania, it may be AJ’s chance to win over Nia’s
affection by dressing up like the vamp of her dreams. And soon enough he’s got more of Nia’s attention than he bargained
for when he learns she’s a slayer. Now AJ has to worry about self-preservation while also trying to save everyone he cares
about from a real-life threat lurking in the shadows of Spoons Middle School.
Presents an assortment of facts about the qualifications and characteristics of U.S. presidents, from George Washington to
Barack H. Obama.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States
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of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Experiment: A child is deliberately infected with the deadly smallpox disease without his parents' informed consent. Result:
The world's first vaccine. Experiment: A slave woman is forced to undergo more than thirty operations without anesthesia.
Result: The beginnings of modern gynecology. Incidents like these paved the way for crucial, lifesaving medical discoveries.
But they also harmed and humiliated their test subjects, many of whom did not agree to the experiments in the first place.
How do doctors balance the need to test new medicines and procedures with their ethical duty to protect the rights of human
subjects? Take a harrowing journey through some of history's greatest medical advances?and its most horrifying medical
atrocities?to discover how human suffering has gone hand in hand with medical advancement.
Turn Left At The Cow
The Neptune Conspiracy
Project Management
Edge of Extinction #1: The Ark Plan
Conundrums, Riddles and Puzzles
Return to the subsea frontier with Ty and Gemma, where the mysteries of the deep are deadlier than ever.
With time running out for his parents, Ty's desperation leads the two teenagers to the underwater
underworld... and into an alliance with the outlaws of the Seablite Gang. But one mystery soon leads to
another. How has an entire township disappeared? Why is the local sea-life suddenly so aggressive? And
can the Seablite Gang be trusted... or are Ty and Gemma in deeper water than they realise?
In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his best friend’s sister plunge into a
forbidden love affair while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her door, Jessa’s heart
breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her
boyfriend… Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on leave and dangerously drawn
to his best friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his
feelings, Kit finally gives in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist diving headfirst into a
passionate relationship. But what was just supposed to be a summer romance develops into something far
greater than either of them expected. Jessa’s finally found the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally
discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice everything for. When it’s time for Kit to redeploy, neither
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one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit promises to come home to her. No matter
what. But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help but feel
that Kit has broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming
home to her?
14-year-old Heath Lambert is spending his summer at Camp Harmony in the picturesque Cascade Mountain
Valley. It's the perfect place to enjoy the soothing calm of nature as he weighs a heavy decision. The
camp offers distractions: his friends, Cricket and Dunbar, always up for trouble; his reluctant crush on
Emily, one half of the beautiful Em & Em Twins; and hulking bullies Thumper and Floaties, who are
determined to make him their punching bag for the summer. But no one rattles Heath like his creepy cabin
mate, Will Stringer. Brilliant, cold and calculating, Will views the world as one big chess game, and
he's always three moves ahead of everyone else. Heath soon learns there's a much bigger threat to
contend with. Something's wrong with the animals in the surrounding forest. A darkness is spreading,
driving them mad with rage. Wolves, bears, mountain lions???even the chipmunks are infected, spurred on
in droves by one horrific goal: hunt and kill every human they find. Heath and a ragtag band of campers
are faced with a choice: follow Will's lead and possibly survive, or follow the camp staff and die. But
how do you trust a leader when you suspect he's more dangerous than the animals you're running from?
Heath came to Camp Harmony to be surrounded by nature. He's about to get his wish.
This special edition of The Templeton Twins Have an Idea: Book One also includes a sneak preview of The
Templeton Twins Make a Scene: Book Two and a Q&A with the author. Suppose there were 12-year-old twins,
a boy and girl named John and Abigail Templeton. Let's say John was pragmatic and played the drums, and
Abigail was theoretical and solved cryptic crosswords. Now suppose their father was a brilliant, if
sometimes confused, inventor. And suppose that another set of twins—adults—named Dean D. Dean and Dan D.
Dean, kidnapped the Templeton twins and their ridiculous dog in order to get their father to turn over
one of his genius (sort of) inventions. Yes, I said kidnapped. Wouldn't it be fun to read about that? Oh
please. It would so. Luckily for you, this is just the first in a series perfect for boys and girls who
are smart, clever, and funny (just like the twins), and enjoy reading adventurous stories (who
doesn't?!).
Defenders of the Planet
A Book for a Rainy Day Or Recollections of the Events of the Years 1766-1833
Ulysses
A Step from Heaven
Data Science on AWS
Nere feels more at home swimming with the dolphins her mother studies than she does hanging out with her classmates. Nere has never
understood why she feels so much more comfortable and confident in water than on land, but everything falls into place when Nere learns that she
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is one of a group of kids who-unbeknownst to them-have been genetically altered to survive in the ocean. These products of "The Neptune Project"
will be able to build a better future under the sea, safe from the barren country's famine, wars, and harsh laws. But there are some very big
problems: no one asked Nere if she wanted to be a science experiment, the other Neptune kids aren't exactly the friendliest bunch, and in order to
reach the safe haven of the Neptune colony, Nere and her fellow mutates must swim through hundreds of miles of dangerous waters, relying only
on their wits, dolphins, and each other to evade terrifying undersea creatures and a government that will stop at nothing to capture the Neptune
kids...dead or alive. Fierce battles and daring escapes abound as Nere and her friends race to safety in this action-packed aquatic adventure.
Joel Ross debuts a thrilling adventure series in which living in the sky is the new reality and a few determined slum kids just might become heroes.
This Texas Bluebonnet selection—a fantasy filled with daring and hope and a wonderfully imaginative world—is perfect for fans of Rick Riordan
and Brandon Mull. Once the Fog started rising, the earth was covered with a deadly white mist until nothing remained but the mountaintops. Now
humanity clings to its highest peaks, called the Rooftop, where the wealthy Five Families rule over the lower slopes and floating junkyards.
Thirteen-year-old Chess and his friends Hazel, Bea, and Swedish sail their rickety air raft over the deadly Fog, scavenging the ruins for anything
they can sell to survive. But now survival isn't enough. They must risk everything to get to the miraculous city of Port Oro, the only place where
their beloved Mrs. E can be cured of fogsickness. Yet the ruthless Lord Kodoc is hot on their trail, for Chess has a precious secret, one that Kodoc
is desperate to use against him. Now Chess will face any danger to protect his friends, even if it means confronting what he fears the most.
"The Uncommercial Traveller is a collection of literary sketches and reminiscences written by Charles Dickens, published in 1860-1861.In 1859
Dickens founded a new journal called All the Year Round and the Uncommercial Traveller articles would be among his main contributions. He
seems to have chosen the title and persona of the Uncommercial Traveller as a result of a speech he gave on 22 December 1859 to the Commercial
Travellers' School London in his role as honorary chairman and treasurer. The persona sits well with a writer who liked to travel, not only as a
tourist, but also to research and report what he found visiting Europe, America and giving book readings throughout Britain. He did not seem
content to rest late in his career when he had attained wealth and comfort and continued travelling locally, walking the streets of London in the
mould of the flâneur, a 'gentleman stroller of city streets'. He often suffered from insomnia and his night-time wanderings gave him an insight into
some of the hidden aspects of Victorian London, details of which he also incorporated into his novels."
Examines the life and accomplishments of the French oceanographer, and describes his work studying and filming the undersea world.
Story Thieves
The Uncommercial Traveller Illustrated
The Shameful History of Human Medical Experimentation
Laser A2 : [new level]. Class audio CD : includes material for KET
Bot Wars

The Neptune Project by Polly Holyoke is a brilliantly pacy survival story. Readers who loved The Hunger
Games or Gone will be thrilled by it. Land is shrinking. The sea is rising. Time is running out. Nere has
always felt at home in the sea. But she never imagined she'd have to leave the land behind forever, until
she finds out she's part of the Neptune Conspiracy. She has been adapted to survive underwater. Under
the careful watch of the enigmatic Dai, Nere is nominated to lead a group of kids across miles of ocean.
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Her survival skills will be put to the ultimate test. Guided by their faithful dolphin pod, they face the
ocean's deadliest creatures, and close behind the government's savage dive team are determined to
capture them, dead or alive . . . PRAISE FOR THE NEPTUNE CONSPIRACY: 'It takes a skillful author to bring
readers into an unfamiliar world and make them feel secure. The detail has to be just right, without
overpowering the story; the characters have to be grounded in reality, to give us something to identify
with; and even the nonhuman creatures have to resonate warmth and personality. Polly Holyoke has done
all this and more with her fabulous debut, The Neptune Project.' - reader, GOODREADS
Men in Black meets middle school! A school project takes an alien turn when three kids uncover a secret
society whose aim is to keep sneaks--mischievous interdimensional sprites--from slipping into our
universe! When Ben Harp sees his teacher's watch crawling across the hallway, he thinks he must be
dreaming. But no, he’s just seen his first Sneak—an interdimensional mischief-maker that can borrow the
form of any ordinary object. He figured this school year would be bad—his best friend moved away, the
class bully is circling, and he’s stuck doing a group project with two similarly friendless girls, Charlotte and
Akemi. Still, he wasn’t expecting aliens! And he certainly wasn’t expecting that the woman he and
Charlotte and Akemi are assigned to interview for their “living local history” project would be a Sneak
expert. Or that she’d foist an old book on them to keep safe . . . and then disappear. Now Ben, Charlotte,
and Akemi are trying to understand a book that seems to contain a coded map while being pursued by
violent clothes hangers, fire-spitting squirrels, and more. The Sneaks want that book! And they want
something else, too: to pull a vastly more dangerous creature into the world with them. Can three misfit
kids decode the book in time to stop an alien takeover? And if they do, will they get extra credit on their
group project?
Jurassic World meets Dawn of the Planet of the Apes in this epic new middle grade series full of heartpounding action and breathtaking chills! "Amazing adventures!" raves Brightly.com as they recommend
Edge of Extinction as a 2016 Holiday Gift for Tween Readers. One hundred and fifty years ago, the first
dinosaurs were cloned. Soon after, they replaced humans at the top of the food chain. The only way to
survive was to move into underground compounds. . . . Five years ago, Sky Mundy’s father vanished from
North Compound without a trace. Now she has just stumbled on a clue that not only suggests his
disappearance is just the tip of an even larger mystery, but also points directly to the surface. To find her
dad—and possibly even save the world—Sky and her best friend, Shawn, must break out of their
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underground home and venture topside to a land reclaimed by nature and ruled by dinosaurs. Perfect for
fans of Brandon Mull, Lisa McMann, and Rick Riordan, this exhilarating debut novel follows two courageous
friends who must survive in a lost world that’s as dangerous as they’ve always feared but also unlike
anything they could ever have imagined.
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second chances, and first love, reminiscent of
Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks
she’ll never recover. Between her parents’ arguing and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she feels
nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they spend a few months in California with
Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a try. In
California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re settled,
Mom hands her a notebook full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day,
she realizes how much he loved her, and each letter challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy
her life. He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into
her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how
much she cares for him, and that’s when things get complicated. How can she fall in love and be happy
when Lucas never got the chance to do those very same things? With her brother’s dying words as
guidance, Oakley knows she must learn to listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the past
behind to find happiness in the future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small children,
chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers
for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about
tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
What Is a Scientist?
Ferals
Forever Glimmer Creek
Fake Blood
Rodney Stone Illustrated
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Nere has never understood why she feels so much more comfortable and confident in water than on land, but everything falls into place when
Nere learns that she is one of a group of kids who --unbeknownst to them -- have been genetically altered to survive in the ocean. These
products of "The Neptune Project" will be able to build a better future under the sea, safe from the barren country's famine, wars, and harsh
laws. But there are some very big problems: no one asked Nere if she wanted to be a science experiment, the other Neptune kids aren't
exactly the friendliest bunch, and in order to reach the safe haven of the Neptune colony, Nere and her fellow mutates must swim through
hundreds of miles of dangerous waters, relying only on their wits, dolphins, and each other to evade terrifying undersea creatures and a
government that will stop at nothing to capture the Neptune kids . . . dead or alive. Fierce battles and daring escapes abound as Nere and her
friends race to safety in this action-packed aquatic adventure.
The Fog Diver
Frenzy
The Dragon's Tooth (Ashtown Burials #1)
Book One
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